
IPC EAGLE 
COMPACT 
SCRUBBERS



SCHOOLS

HEALTHCARE

FITNESS CENTERS

RESTAURANTS

CONVENIENCE STORES

The IPC Eagle compact line works great in schools. They are 
small enough to clean  hallways, entryways, classrooms in 
between desks and even under the desks.

The compact scrubbers can fit into the restrooms, lobbies, 
entryways and even patient rooms, helping to reduce time need-
ed to clean all of the flooring in hospitals. 

The smaller scrubbers can clean gyms very easily with the ability 
to reach in between equipment and even under equipment. The 
scrubbers can be used to clean the entryways and locker rooms 
as well.

You can use IPC Eagle’s compact scrubbers to all floors in restau-
rants. The scrubbers can squeeze into the backrooms, the cool-
er spaces, in between tables, under tables and throughout the 
kitchen regardless of obstacles.

The compact line is ideal for conveinece stores. The scrubbers 
can go behind the counters, in between the aisles, keep floors 
clean by the doors preventing mud from spreading throughout 
the store and to clean restroom floors.

ONE SOURCE IS COMPACT
See where IPC Eagle’s compact line is able to clean.



VERITIV IS COMPACT CT5

CT5B28
Max theoretical productivity ft2/h 6,300 ft2/ 580 m2

Cleaning path In/mm 11 in/ 280 mm

Water tank capacity gal/ l 1.3 gal/ 5 l

Max running time min 50/ 75

Voltage v- ah 36

Installed power w 220

Brush pressure lbs/kg 26 lbs/ 12 kg

Weight lbs/kg 44 lbs. 19.8 kg

Dimensions in 30 x 15 x 15 in

The CT5 is one of the smallest and lightest automatic scrubbers on the market and is extremely portable with its lightweight 
design weighing only 44 pounds, including the battery and brush. The machine can be carried from room-to-room, or trans-
ported on a cleaning cart such as the Brix, making it perfect for cleaning restrooms, picking up spills, and cleaning wet and slip-
pery entryways. Its small, compact size allows it to squeeze into many tight spaces, such as aisles or between tables, making it 
perfect for the retail sector and restaurants as well.

CT15

  CT15E35  CT15B35
Max theoretical productivity ft2/h 13,500 ft2/ 1,250 m2 13,500 ft2/ 1,250 m2

Cleaning path In/mm 14 in/ 350 mm 14 in/ 350 mm

Water tank capacity gal/ l 4/5 gal/ 16/19 l 4/5 gal/ 16/19 l

Max running time min Unlimited 90

Voltage v- ah 24 (2x12) AGM 110V

Installed power w 550 550

Weight lbs/kg 104 lbs/ 47 kg 104 lbs/ 47 kg

Noise level dB 68 68

Dimensions in 37 x 18 x 47 in 37 x 18 x 47 in

The CT15 is compact in size (14” cleaning path with a 4 gallon tank) but provides the high productivity and long battery run-
times of a larger scrubber. It is perfect for areas where traditional scrubbers are too large.

CT30

CT30B45
Max theoretical productivity ft2/h 15,000 ft2/ 1,670 m2

Cleaning path In/mm 18 in/ 460 mm

Water tank capacity gal/ l 8/9 gal/  28/30 l

Max running time min 120

Voltage v- ah 24 (2x12) AGM

Installed power w 550

Squeegee Width In 22 in/ 550 mm

Weight lbs/kg 205 lbs./ 93 kg

Dimensions in 38 x 22 x 48 in

The CT30 is a compact machine with high productivity. With its 18 inch cleaning path, it can clean up to 15,000 square feet 
an hour and still have the ability to reach into tight, congested spaces.



CT45

CT45B50
Max theoretical productivity ft2/h 17,000 ft2/ 1,750 m2

Cleaning path In/mm 20 in/ 500 mm

Water tank capacity gal/ l 11/12 gal/ 40/45 l

Max running time min 120

Voltage v- ah 24 (2x12) AGM

Installed power w 550

Squeegee width in/ mm 28 in/ 730 mm

Weight lbs/kg 220 lbs. /100 kg

Dimensions in 39 x 23 x 48 in

The CT45 offers an innovative design ensuring maximum productivity in a compact scrubber. Its uniquely designed handle is 
easy to use and allows the machine to be highly maneuverable while its ergonomic design allows the operator to adjust the
height accordingly. 

CT46
The CT15 is compact in size (14” cleaning path with a 4 gallon tank) but provides the high productivity and long battery run-
times of a larger scrubber. It is perfect for areas where traditional scrubbers are too large.

CT46B50
Max theoretical productivity ft2/h 17,000 ft2/ 1,750 m2

Cleaning path In/mm 20 in/ 500 mm

Water tank capacity gal/ l 11/12 gal/ 40/45 l

Max running time min 120

Voltage v- ah 24 (2x12) AGM

Installed power w 550

Squeegee width in/ mm 28 in/ 730 mm

Weight lbs/kg 249 lbs. /113 kg

Dimensions in 42 x 23 x 50 in
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